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This week, we applaud Sony Choice and their decision to initiate new releases on the 
Blu-Ray MOD format. Remastering classic films and television programming to the high 
definition format supports the desires of physical media collectors and enriches the 
home entertainment experience. Joining a host of Allied Vaughn  Partner Studio Blu-ray 
titles now in retail, Sony Choice's MOD titles will be warmly welcomed by BD fans.  
 
As we approach the Halloween scary month of October, Warner Archive and FilmRise 
have released new waves of horror films, along with some high demand  DVD/BDs such 
as Longmire, Family Matters and Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil! 
 
Wholesalers/retailers, I've also highlighted new release titles coming in the weeks to 
come for your prebooking. 
 
Successful retailing! 
Richard Skillman 
Vice President 
Allied Vaughn 
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com 
http://www.alliedvaughn.com 
Register here for the AVMODGALLERY 
AV MOD GALLERY REGISTRATION 
  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Sony Choice First Blu-ray MOD Releases 
 
Allied Vaughn is pleased to announce through partnership with SONY and the SONY 
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Choice MOD Catalog that Allied Vaughn has released Sony's first wave of Blu-ray MOD 
titles. Beautifully mastered, these titles are shipping now. If you haven't already, contact 
us about offering these on your retail sites!  
 

   
043396485020  The Karate Kid Part III (Blu-ray) BD-25   1989     Ralph Macchio and 
Noriyuki "Pat" Morita return with more invaluable lessons about life, honor and 
friendship in THE KARATE KID PART III, directed by Oscar®-winner John G. Avildsen (Best 
Directing, Rocky 1976). John Kreese (Martin Kove) is back and more dangerous than 
ever! Blaming Daniel (Macchio) and Miyagi (Morita) for the loss of his karate school, the 
revenge-obsessed sensei asks evil martial arts master Terry Silver (Thomas Ian Griffith) 
to help him win back the All Valley Championship and avenge his honor. So when Miyagi 
wisely refuses to help him defend a plastic trophy, Daniel unwisely decides to train with 
Terry instead, unaware he's being set up for a terrible fall. Pat Morita, Ralph Macchio 
  
043396485037  The Next Karate Kid (Blu-ray) BD-25  1994     Two-time Academy 
Award®-winner (Best Actress, Boys Don't Cry, 1999; Best Actress, Million Dollar Baby, 
2004) Hilary Swank shines in her first starring role as THE NEXT KARATE KID, co-starring 
Oscar®-nominee (Best Supporting Actor, The Karate Kid, 1984) Noriyuki "Pat" Morita. 
When her parents are killed in a car accident, 17-year-old Julie Pierce (Swank) falls 
under the wise and patient guidance of Mr. Miyagi (Morita), who teaches the sullen 
teen to dispel her anger through the healing powers of the martial arts. So when she 
becomes the newest target of the Alpha Elite - a sadistic gang of high-school bullies - it's 
up to Julie to teach them a lesson they'll never forget. Pat Morita, Hilary Swank 
  
043396474505  The Meddler (Blu-ray) BD-25   2015     With a new iPhone, an apartment 
near The Grove, and a comfortable bank account left to her by her beloved late 
husband, Marnie Minervini (Academy Award® Winner Susan Sarandon, Best Actress, 



Dead Man Walking, 1995) has happily relocated from New Jersey to Los Angeles to be 
near her daughter Lori, a successful (but still single) screenwriter, and smother her with 
motherly love. But when the dozens of texts, unexpected visits, and conversations 
dominated by unsolicited advice force Lori to draw strict personal boundaries, Marnie 
finds ways to channel her eternal optimism and forceful generosity to change the lives 
of others. While making new friends, she finds a new purpose in life and launches into 
an unexpected romance with a motorcycle-riding ex-cop named Zipper (Academy 
Award® Winner J.K. Simmons, Best Supporting Actor, Whiplash, 2014).Susan Sarandon, 
Rose Byrne, J.K. Simmons 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Warner Archive Classics September Releases! 

   
   
888574422189  Mike Tyson Mysteries: The Complete Second Season            2015     In 
season two of the animated adult comedy series MIKE TYSON MYSTERIES, the team is 
back for more mystery solving. Mike Tyson (voiced by series star MIKE TYSON), once the 
"baddest man on the planet," remains hell-bent on becoming the "goodest man on the 
planet"...one mystery at a time! But he can't do it alone. Enter the best mystery-solving 
team in the business: There's Yung Hee, Mike's adopted Korean daughter (voiced by 
RACHEL RAMRAS); all-around buzzkill Pigeon (voiced by NORM MacDONALD), a filthy, 
disgusting man trapped in the body of a filthy, disgusting bird; and Marquess (voiced by 
JIM RASH), the ghost whose sole mission is to keep Mike on the path to redemption. His 
other sole mission: finding a Pinot Grigio that's bold but has a crisp finish! The mysteries 
in season two are even more hilariously banal than season one as the team tackles 



tough cases once again. 
  
888574429829  Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil (1997) (BD) 1997            The 
most important party of the Savannah Christmas season ends with a bang! when affable 
host Jim Williams (Kevin Spacey) shoots a man to death. The party is over; the 
investigation begins. Director Clint Eastwood weaves murder, mystery and voodoo into 
a sumptuous adaptation of the John Berendt best-seller based on true events. Spacey 
and John Cusack as a journalist drawn to Savannah's decadence and eccentrics lead a 
nimble cast that includes Jack Thompson, Alison Eastwood and The Lady Chablis. For 
"one of the best American films of the year" (Boston Herald), rendezvous at Midnight in 
the Garden of Good and Evil. 
  
 888574431266  Hollywood Legends of Horror Collection        1932-36            Classic tales 
of mad passions and madder deeds! Includes: Doctor X, The Return of Doctor X, Mark of 
the Vampire, The Mask of Fu Manchu, Mad Love, and The Devil-Doll. 
  
888574444266  Guyver 2, The  1994     In this spectacular sci-fi sequel, The Guyver is 
drawn to an archeological dig in the Utah backcountry, where he discovers an alien ship 
filled with weapons capable of global destruction. With the fate of all mankind in his 
hands, he makes a final stand against the forces of evil. 
  
888574444273  Guyver, The     1992     An innocent college student is thrown into a 
world of bizarre adventures after finding "The Guyver," an alien device that transforms 
him into a powerful fighting machine. Mark Hamill (Star Wars) stars as a CIA agent who 
is determined to keep the secret device from falling into the hands of evil Zoanoids, 
humans who mutate into monstrous soldiers. It's sci-fi adventure at its best, with epic 
battles between the forces of good and evil. 
  
888574444280  Mangler, The   1995     "Masters of horror Tobe Hooper (The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre), Robert Englund (Freddy Krueger, A Nightmare on Elm Street 
Franchise) and Stephen King (based on his short story) join forces to bring you a 
shocking tale of terror.After a series of grisly accidents, a cop (Ted Levine, The Silence of 
the Lambs) investigates the mysterious owner and uncovers a deadly town secret that 
has been hidden for years - a terrifying beast that threatens to destroy everything in its 
path. With time running out and a young girl's life in the balance, he races to destroy the 
beast before it's too late.Prepare for the most frightening experience in your life. 
Prepare to meet The Mangler." 
  
888574444921  Isle of the Dead/Bedlam    1945     The most celebrated star in the 
history of screen horror headlines these two atmospheric works filled with producer Val 
Lewton's trademark mix of mood, madness and premeditated dread. Boris Karloff 
shares a quarantined house with other strangers on a plague-infested - perhaps spirit-
haunted - Isle of the Dead. St. Mary's of Bethlehem Asylum in 1761 London is the setting 
for Bedlam. Karloff gives an uncanny performance as the doomed overseer who fawns 
on high-society benefactors, while ruling the mentally disturbed inmates with an iron 
fist. Mark Robson, who edited three films for Lewton and directed five, guides both 
films. 



  
888574444938  Leopard Man, The/Ghost Ship, The (1943)      1943     Is it man, beast or 
both behind a string of savage maulings and murders in The Leopard Man? An escaped 
leopard provides the catalyst for a foray into fear in which castanets clack wildly, a 
cemetery is a rendezvous for death and love, and a closed door heightens rather than 
hides the horror of a young girl's fate. It's the third and final teaming of producer 
Lewton and director Jacques Tourneur (Cat People). And there's danger dead ahead 
when director Mark Robson (Bedlam) helms The Ghost Ship. Richard Dix (Cimarron, The 
Whistler series) plays the sinister captain whose port of call may be madness. All 
aboard! 
  
 888574444945  7th Victim, The/Shadows in the Dark (1943)   1943     Six people have 
broken a clandestine group's code of silence. The same six have died as a result. Now a 
new member of the group has gone missing. Will she meet the same fate? Chris Auty in 
Time Out Film Guide says: "The Seventh Victim is [Val Lewton's] masterpiece...a 
remarkably effective mix of menace and metaphysics - half noir, half Gothic." Kim 
Hunter debuts as a schoolgirl whose search for her vanished sister unearths an urban 
lair of devil worshippers. Mark Robson directs the first of his five Lewton films, bringing 
dark foreboding to moments that include a much-noted pre-Psycho shower scene and a 
shocker of a subway encounter better experienced than read about here. 
  
888574416812  Originals, The: The Complete Third Season (BD)    2015  The Original 
vampire-werewolf hybrid Klaus Mikaelson and his brother Elijah have spent 1,000 years 
fighting to protect their dysfunctional family. And now that Klaus and the hybrid Hayley 
share an infant daughter, Hope, the stakes are higher than ever. Season Three finds 
Klaus and Elijah estranged from each other, while adjusting to life with their long-lost 
sister, Freya. Hayley suffers mightily at the hands of Klaus' petty vengeance, while 
Marcel and Davina rule the city. Cami and Vincent are tangled in a surprising mystery 
involving the newest resident of New Orleans - the first vampire ever sired by the 
Mikaelsons. With threats from the rebellious Strix and a fatal prophecy hanging over the 
Mikaelsons, all 22 sexy and suspenseful episodes simmer with bloodlust, revenge and 
supernatural warfare. 
  
888574422127  Family Matters: The Complete Eighth Season            1996            Family 
Matters' eighth season starts off a bang-jour as Urkel (Jaleel White) transports himself, 
classy clone Stefan (Jaleel White) and the entire Winslow clan to Paris for an on-location 
three-part season-opening spectacular. Stefan pursues a career in modeling while he 
gets ready for his biggest adventure - college! Urkel's freshman year brings fresh fun for 
the Winslow family as Urkel becomes a martial artist to battle a playground menace, 
Eddie (Darius McCrary) finds southern belle Myrtle Urkel (Jaleel White) haunting his 
dreams, the house gets haunted by Urkel's living ventriloquist dummy, Stefan sings with 
New Edition and Aunt Oona (Donna Summer) goes on a date. It all comes to a climax as 
Urkel time-travels with Carl (Reginald VelJohnson) to become a pirate, leaving Laura 
(Kellie S. Williams), Myra (Michelle Thomas) and Maxine (Cherie Johnson) to retrieve 
them in this 24-Episode Collection. 
  
888574407735  When a Feller Needs a Friend 1932     Eddie Randall (Jackie Cooper) is a 



spunky, sweet-natured kid, but since he has a lame left leg and must wear a brace, he's 
a constant worry to his loving but overprotective parents, who keep him from playing 
with the neighborhood kids (they call him "Limpy"), as well as the target of mean-
spirited treatment by his newly arrived, pugilistic cousin Froggie (Andy Shuford). But 
Eddie has a pal in his corner: feisty, tall-tale-spinning Uncle Jonas (Charles "Chic" Sale), a 
rascally codger determined to toughen up and make a "reg'lar" boy out of him. Winning 
child star Cooper and loose-limbed vaudevillian Sale (who specialized in playing old salts 
throughout his 30s and 40s) spin gold from this slender, heart-tugging material. Eddie 
must take hard knocks and smile through tears toward an outcome not as totally 
triumphant as you'd expect but, in the mode of Cooper's indelible earlier teamwork with 
Wallace Beery in The Champ, still movingly satisfactory. For a simple yarn both 
rambunctious and tender, you can lean on When a Feller Needs a Friend. 
  
 888574409647  Love Me or Leave Me (1955) (BD)        1955     "Roaring '20s songstress 
Ruth Etting had everything - the looks, the wiles, the smokey jazz voice, the it. She also 
had Chicago racketeer Martin "The Gimp" Snyder, who, even as he propelled her career, 
afflicted her. Laced with Doris Day's vibrant performance of songs from the era, this 
1955 Academy Award® winner (Writing - Motion Picture Story) is based on the tough-
minded tale of Etting's life with the man who boosted her career with strong-arm tactics 
and smothered her in an obsessive grip she escaped at great peril. As Snyder, Cagney 
earned of the film's six Oscar® nominations. Day's Etting was a career-best dramatic 
performance, bringing acclaim from critics and protest letters from fans unprepared for 
the departure from her traditionally sunny roles." 
  
 888574416805  Longmire: The Complete Fourth Season (BD)   2015 This contemporary 
Western crime thriller returns with more mystery, drama and dark secrets from 
Absaroka County, Wyoming. Now that the mysterious White Warrior who tormented 
Branch is dead, Sheriff Walt Longmire (Robert Taylor) and his friends are ready to move 
on. Walt's best friend, Henry Standing Bear (Lou Diamond Phillips), is a free man; deputy 
Victoria "Vic" Moretti (Katee Sackhoff) is newly divorced; and Walt's wife's murder is 
seemingly resolved. But just when second chances seem possible for everyone in Big Sky 
Country, the Reservation's new casino doubles down on trouble. All 10 compelling 
Season Four episodes explore the promise of new opportunities for some, new 
relationships for others and new danger for those unwilling to forget the past until 
vengeance is served. 
  
888574421892  Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: The Complete First Season  2015    Rebecca Bunch 
is a successful, driven, and possibly crazy young woman who impulsively gives up 
everything - her partnership at a prestigious law firm and her upscale apartment in 
Manhattan - in a desperate attempt to find love and happiness in that exotic hotbed of 
romance and adventure: suburban West Covina. Calif. (it's only two hours from the 
beach! Four in traffic). 
  
888574422110  Childrens Hospital: The Complete Sixth and Seventh Seasons  2015     
The Emmy®-winning comedy continues (and finishes)! After spending last season in 
Japan, the gang is back at Childrens Hospital for season 6, and fans can expect absurdity, 
flights of fancy, hard-hitting fake drama, soft-hitting fake drama, farcical door slamming, 



partial nudity, classical jazz, 70-yard field goals, mustache rides, backward messages, 
grooming tips... and so much more. Like season 7! Where the doctors are in...and so are 
their grandparents. Where a horse is wanted by the mob, a salacious art show exhibits 
the peculiar works of enigmatic cast member Just Falcon (if you know you know) and, 
occasionally, a sick kid receives some version of medical treatment. Plus, big questions 
are answered, including: What's it like to live in a world without tongue depressors? 
What's really inside Chief's hump? Is the series actually based on a sketch from a 1950s 
variety show? Which religion is the right one? The season culminates with a sneak peek 
at the never-before-seen, completely crowd-funded Childrens Hospital Movie. You 
won't want to miss a single second. Especially the 5,402nd second - that one is really 
great. Rob Corddry, Lake Bell, Erinn Hayes, Rob Huebel, Ken Marino, Megan Mullally and 
Henry Winkler star. 
  
888574422202  The Monogram Cowboy Collection, Volume Nine: Starring Johnny 
Mack Brown    1946-48            Cowboy king Johnny Mack Brown became the first name 
in rip-roaring oaters while riding high for Monogram Pictures in the mid-forties, retiring 
the beloved Nevada Jack persona (but thankfully keeping the sidekick, Raymond Hatton) 
to eventually embrace battling the bad guys under the moniker Johnny Mack Brown. 
The nine nickel-plated six shooter sagas contained in this collection cover this transition 
as Johnny plays a succession of character variations on his own name (Johnny Macklin, 
Johnny Mack, Johnny Mackey) before finally saddling up as Johnny Mack Brown! 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  Also New From Allied Vaughn This Week! 

National Geographic New DVD Releases 



   
   
024543319160  Gerald R. Ford: A Test of Character 2016    President Gerald Ford's story 
illuminates a fascinating era. Amid the crises of Watergate and Vietnam, Ford assumed 
the presidency largely unknown to the public. Whether he had the skill and character to 
steer the country was an open question. Narrated by actor Jeff Daniels, this film features 
interviews with major figures from the period, including Dick Cheney, Henry Kissinger, 
and others. 
  
024543319153  Original Sin: How Sex Changed the World 2016         Although sex is 
necessary for the continuation of our species, its influence goes well beyond the need to 
procreate. Exploring the myriad ways sex has evolved in human culture, from ancient art 
to being featured in novels, technology, and politics, this show explores how sex has 
impacted humanity, and how changes in our evolving culture have, in turn, impacted 
our understanding of sex. 
 
Learn More 

  

Film Rise New BD & DVD Releases 

http://www.alliedvaughn.com/


  

   

   
191091038468    The Blackout Experiments    2016    "The Blackout Experiments The most 
extreme immersive horror experience in America is called Blackout. Not for the faint of heart, 
it is a terrifying, psycho-sexual thrill ride designed to play on our deepest psychological fears. 
Rich Fox's innovative horror documentary follows a group of friends whose experience with 
Blackout becomes deeply personal, developing into an obsession that hijacks their lives and 
blurs the line between reality and paranoid fantasy. Revealing an underbelly of private rituals 



and personal nightmares with footage that is 100% real, ""The Blackout Experiments"" is the 
story of our obsession with the darkness inside us. ""The Blackout Experiments"" premiered 
at Sundance 2016. DVD features surround sound, the official ""The Blackout Experiments"" 
trailer, deleted scenes, interview with the Blackout creators, special extra bonus footage 
along with English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."    Jessica Sowa  
191091038437    The Blackout Experiments (BD)    2016      

 
191091038475    Fursonas    2016    "Fursonas Approaching a community surrounded by so 
many rumors and misconceptions is no easy task. ""Fursonas"" Director Dominic Rodriguez is 
not without his own biases, but instead of attempting to deny this fact he faces it head on, 
unafraid to be shot down by his subjects. ""Fursonas"" is a whistleblower film that oscillates 
between the fantastic and the unusual, with moments of awe and wonder slapped against 
harsh reality. The audience can delight in infiltrating the fun - and sometimes-dark - secrets of 
an escapist group. Whether or not you've heard of furry fandom, this documentary 
transcends its bizarre premise to tell a universal story of identity and community. Like a small 
town in Middle America, you'll find friends in the most unusual places and unexpected 
enemies around every corner. Unlike a small town in Middle America, you'll find furries. DVD 
features the official ""Fursonas"" trailer, ""Grix,"" ""Boomer the Dog,"" ""Glitter Fox,"" 
""Lawnmower,"" ""Sensationalism,"" ""What is a Furry?"" along with English subtitles for the 
deaf and hearing-impaired. "    Dominic Rodriguez, Samuel 'Uncle Kage' Conway, Gary 
Matthews 
191091038482    Fursonas (BD)    2016     

 
885444727474    Lake Eerie    2016    "Lake Eerie A young widow moves into an old house on 
Lake Erie to recover from the sudden loss of her husband. However, she soon discovers a dark 
secret -- and that she is not alone. DVD features surround sound, the official ""Lake Eerie"" 
trailer, storyboard featurette and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."   
 Lance Henriksen, Marilyn Ghigliotti, Betsy Baker, Meredith Majors, Ben Furney 
885444727450    Lake Eerie (BD)    2016     
 
191091038444    My Father's Vietnam    2015    "My Father's Vietnam A personal 
documentary about a public subject, ""My Father's Vietnam"" personifies the connections 
made and unmade by the Vietnam War. Featuring never-before-seen photographs and 8mm 
footage of the era, ""My Father's Vietnam"" is the story of three soldiers, only one of whom 
returned home alive. Interviews with the filmmaker's Vietnam veteran father and the friends 
and family members of the two men with whom he served - both of whom who were killed 
there - give voice to individuals who continue to carry silent, psychological burdens of a war 
that ended over 40 years ago. ""My Father's Vietnam"" carries with it the potential to 
encourage audiences to broach the subjects of service and sacrifice with the veterans in their 
lives. 
DVD features the official ""My Father's Vietnam"" trailer, interviews with Director Soren 
Sorensen, Peter Sorensen, Glenn Aurelius and John Wilson along with English subtitles for the 
deaf and hearing-impaired."    Glenn Aurelius, Loring Bailey Sr., Margie Belford, Soren 
Sorensen, Rik Carlson  
191091038451    My Father's Vietnam (BD)    2015     
 
885444610462    Big Voice    2015    "Big Voice Big Voice captures a tumultuous year in the life 
of a visionary high school choir teacher and his students as they overcome seemingly 



insurmountable obstacles to become one big voice in this inspiring musical documentary. This 
DVD features Ave Maria Class Rehearsal, Choir Girls' Aspirations, Funny Huls Outtakes, Gary 
Marshall Awards Mr. Huls a Bravo Award, Huls on Selecting Music, Huls Conducts ""Dies 
Irae,"" ""I Believe"" Full Performance, Mr. Huls on being a Reflective Teacher, Mr. Huls 
Nebraska Roots, Music Literacy Classroom Outtakes, Obstacles to Choir Enrollment, SAMOHI 
Barbershop Quartet, Section Leader Struggles, Students on What Makes Mr. Huls an Effective 
Teacher, What ""One Big Voice Feels Like,"" ""Why Join Choir?,"" ""Big Voice"" Kickstarter 
Promo and the official ""Big Voice"" trailer along with English subtitles for the deaf and 
hearing-impaired."    Bret Hart, Amy Abuerla, Alice Kors  
885444610356    Big Voice (BD)   
 
885444610431    Buddymoon    2016    "Buddymoon When David (David Giuntoli) is left by his 
fiancée just days before the wedding, Flula (Flula Borg), his relentlessly upbeat best man, 
insists that the pair go on David's previously planned honeymoon together: a seven-day 
backpacking trip through the breathtaking mountains of Oregon. On the trail, the two friends 
cross paths with a conspiracy theorist (Brian T. Finney), a friendly backpacker (Claire Coffee) 
and a bloodthirsty predator (an actual wolf), while the unrelenting trek tests their friendship 
and their lives. Their adventures are bookended with passages from William Clark's diary 
describing his friendship with Meriwether Lewis and the terrain they crossed during their 
expedition, giving David and Flula's relationship a sense of place in the long history of men 
bonding as they battle the elements. ""Buddymoon"" is the first feature from director Alex 
Simmons, after years of success in the documentary genre. He wrote the film with his friends 
and former roommates David Giuntoli, star of the hit show ""Grimm"" and YouTube 
sensation, Flula Borg. 
DVD features surround sound, the official ""Buddymoon"" trailer, special bonus scenes, 
additional extended performances and hilarious blooper reel along with English subititles for 
the deaf and hearing-impaired."    David Giuntoli, Claire Coffee, Flula Borg   
885444610400    Buddymoon (BD)    2016    

 
887936978043    Young Dracula - The BBC Series: Complete Seasons 1, 2, 3, 4 (54 Episodes) - 
12 DVD Collection        Young Dracula - The BBC Series: Complete Seasons 1, 2, 3, 4 (54 
Episodes) - 12 DVD CollectionThis 12 disc collectors edition contains the complete Seasons 
One through Four of the hit BBC series.Young Dracula, follows the adventures of 12-year-old 
Vlad, the irrepressible son of everyones favorite vampire - Count Dracula - who moves with 
his family from their gothic castle in Transylvania to British suburbia. Vlad has a major 
concern -- trying to fit in at a new school, while ensuring his new friends arent turned into 
involuntary blood donors for his father. As if that wasnt enough, Vlads absentee Mum has 
taken up with a werewolf, and Van Helsing, his woodworking teacher (and a self-styled 
vampire slayer), is intent on bringing the family down.SEASON ONE - DISC ONE:When Youre A 
StrangerDead-UcationMummy ReturnsSlaytime TVLike Father, Like SonSEASON ONE - DISC 
TWO:ToothacheA Matter of Life and ChessBlood RelationsThe SleepoverBlood SportSEASON 
ONE - DISC THREE:Fathers DayHalloscreamThe Blood TestCountdownSEASON TWO - DISC 
ONE:KidnippedThe Yanks are ComingMirror, MirrorBad ReflectionSEASON TWO - DISC 
TWO:Dads BackBaby DraculaInsomniaLove BitesSEASON TWO - DISC THREE:Body SwapSweet 
SixteenEclipseWhen Vampires Go BadThe Chosen OneSEASON THREE - DISC ONE:Hide and 
SeekThe Enemy WithinFaustian SlipFangs for the MemoriesCarpathian FeastSEASON THREE - 
DISC TWO:Blood ThiefBad to the BoneBad VladTherapyThe ReturnSEASON THREE - DISC 
THREE:Hit ChicksBlood LoyaltiesAll for OneSEASON FOUR - DISC ONE:The Good, The Bad and 



The UndeadRevampedStorm in a Blood CupThe Crown of Ludlaw ErantMurderer in the 
MidstSEASON FOUR - DISC TWO:BloodboundDo The Bite ThingLoyaltys for BreathersSun and 
HeirWhatever It TakesSEASON FOUR - DISC THREE:Bootiful BreathersCuckoo in the NestKiss 
of Death        FilmRise 

 
 887936946103    The Learning Treehouse - 10 Hours of Learning Fun! -12 DVD Collection       
 The Learning Treehouse - 12 DVD CollectionThis special 12 disc set contains the best of this 
acclaimed educational series with over 10 hours of learning fun!The Learning Treehouse helps 
introduce important learning fundamentals to preschoolers and older kids through a fun mix 
of puppetry and animation. A whole lot of puppets, plus Shelly the Nanny make for a 
treehouse full of fun for preschoolers or older students. Enjoy the antics of Dicky Duck as he 
learns the basic building blocks of education. Learn along with Slopasaurus Rex, Henny 
Higginlooper or Arnold Schwartzenbull as Shelly the Nanny teaches skills at the intermediate 
or advanced learning level. Included in this twelve DVD collection are:The Learning 
Treehouse: Pre School - ShapesThe Learning Treehouse: Pre School - ColorsThe Learning 
Treehouse: NumbersThe Learning Treehouse: LettersThe Learning Treehouse: AdditionThe 
Learning Treehouse: SubtractionThe Learning Treehouse: Math - MultiplicationThe Learning 
Treehouse: Math - DivisionThe Learning Treehouse: Phonics, Vol. 1The Learning Treehouse: 
Phonics, Vol. 2The Learning Treehouse: Phonics, Vol. 3The Learning Treehouse: Phonics, Vol. 
4Your child will easily climb to the top of the class after watching The Learning Treehouse. It 
makes learning fun!    FilmRise 

  See More FilmRise Here  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  Coming Attractions 
Look what's available now for preorders from Allied Vaughn!     

http://www.avmodgallery.com/


 
From FilmRise 
10/04/16           191091040058  All Through the House 
10/04/16           191091040041  All Through the House (BD)    2015  All Through the 
House"" is an 80s-style slasher film featuring a deranged Santa Slayer who rips through 
the town of Napa, California for some yuletide-terror. Fifteen years ago, a peaceful 
Christmas neighborhood was engulfed by fear when five-year-old Jamie Garrett was 
mysteriously taken from her bedroom, never to be seen again. Now, on Christmas 
break, Rachel Kimmel comes home from college to find her neighborhood struck again 
by a reign of terror. A violent killer is hiding behind a grisly Santa mask, leaving a bloody 
trail of slaughtered women and castrated men to the steps of the Garrett house. Rachel 
finds herself in a horrifying nightmare as she discovers the twisted secret behind the 
mask. DVD features surround sound, the official ""All Through the House"" trailer, audio 
commentary and English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired."      Ashley Mary 
Nunes, Jessica Cameron, Melynda Kiring, Jennifer Wenger, Johanna Rae 
 
11/8/2016    818522015200    OUT OF PRINT    2016    A movie about a movie theater? 
In a culture where digital movie presentation is taking over, OUT OF PRINT explores the 
importance of revival cinema and 35mm film exhibition as seen through the lens of the 



patrons of the New Beverly Cinema in Los Angeles.  Featuring interviews with a whos 
who of influential independent film creatives including Patton Oswalt, Seth Green, Joe 
Carnahan and more!    Documentary, Biography, History, Independent    Level 33 
Entertainment 
 
11/1/2016    818522015002    BLOOD IN THE WATER    2016    While house-sitting for 
the summer at a palatial spread in the Hollywood Hills, young couple Percy (Alex Russell, 
CHRONICLE) and Veronica (Willa Holland, GOSSIP GIRL) find themselves caught up in a 
love triangle that goes terribly wrong.    Thriller, Action, Romance, Independent    Level 
33 Entertainment 
 
10/18/2016    818522015019    THE CARETAKER    2016    When aging, sickly Birdie 
scares off her last caretaker, granddaughter Mallorie must move into her large Victorian 
home to take care of her. Mallorie soon finds herself sleepwalking and envisioning 
spirits.  With no luck finding a proper caretaker to replace her, Mallorie is forced to 
confront her familys darkest secrets before the evil presence in the house overtakes her 
sanity completely.    Horror, Thriller, Drama, Independent    Level 33 Entertainment 
 
10/4/2016    818522014982    THE DEBT    2016    Set against the backdrop of an 
international finance deal with profound social implications, THE DEBT tells the story of 
a wealthy American businessman who sets out to score the deal of a lifetime and gets 
entangled in a battle for land, money, and power in Peru.    Thriller, Mystery, Drama, 
Independent    Level 33 Entertainment 
 
9/20/2016    818522014999    QUEEN OF SPADES: The Dark Rite    2016    Legend has it 
that any mirror may become a portal into the world of the dead. It is said the Queen of 
Spades gets her energy from reflective objects and anyone who sees her will go insane 
or die. When four teenagers summon the Queen as a joke, one of them dies suddenly 
and the group realizes they have conjured up an inexplicable and deadly evil.    Horror, 
Thriller, Independent    Level 33 Entertainment 
 
9/16/2016    818522014692    OMG, We're in a Horror Movie    2016    Six friends are 
trapped in the cliches of a horror movie. Who amongst them will turn into a homicidal 
killer? Who will be the sole survivor? And who will be the first to die in the shower? 
Struggling to break free from the stereotypes that would see them dead, each of the 
friends try to stay alive in whatever hopelessly desperate ways they can.    horror, 
comedy    Leomark Studios 
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